Micro role play cards - advanced

A curious police
officer questioning
a witness whose
story is suspicious

Someone angry
about getting a
parking ticket and
arguing with a
determined traffic
warden

A wise, intelligent
voice-over in a
nature
documentary,
describing an
unusual event

An enthusiastic
sports
commentator
describing an
exciting live event

An office manager
trying to inspire
his bored
employees to
work harder

A rock star trying
to hype up the
crowd, to get
them to cheer and
be enthusiastic

An HR professional
conducting an
interview with a
completely
unqualified
candidate

A charismatic TV
presenter
interviewing a
young celebrity

A meteorologist
on TV presenting
the weather
forecast

A nervous poker
player trying to
work out if their
quiet opponent is
bluffing

A character in a
romantic comedy,
talking to their
gorgeous love
interest

An excited fan
talking to their
heroic role model

A friendly party
host talking to an
interesting guest
they’ve only met a
couple of times

A furious parent
telling their unruly
children off for
causing chaos at
the local zoo

An irritated
teacher trying to
get the attention
of loud children

A charming car
salesperson trying
to convince a
cautious couple to
buy an expensive
car

An evil comic book
villain taunting the
hero and
explaining his
master plan

An ambitious
politician
announcing a new
plan to improve
the country

A helpful travel
agent making
recommendations
to an elderly
couple

An impatient
customer in a
restaurant
complaining to a
lethargic waiter
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Micro role play cards – upper intermediate

An impatient
customer in a
restaurant
complaining to a
waiter

A curious police
officer questioning
a witness

Someone angry
about getting a
parking ticket and
arguing with a
traffic warden

An intelligent
voice-over in a
nature
documentary

An enthusiastic
sports
commentator
describing a live
event

An office manager
trying to inspire
his employees

A rock star talking
to a crowd, trying
to get them to
cheer

A manager
interviewing a
young candidate

A charismatic TV
presenter
interviewing a
celebrity

A meteorologist
on TV presenting
the weather
forecast

A nervous poker
player talking to
the other players

A character in a
romantic comedy,
talking to their
love interest

An excited fan
talking to their
role model

A friendly party
host talking to an
interesting guest

A furious parent
telling their
children off for
causing chaos at
the local zoo

An irritated
teacher trying to
get the attention
of their students

A charming car
salesperson trying
to convince a
couple to buy an
expensive car

An evil comic book
villain explaining
their master plan

An ambitious
politician
announcing a plan
to improve the
country

A travel agent
helping an elderly
couple choose a
holiday
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